History Detective
Black Widow: the true story of Australia’s
first female serial killer has just hit the
shops. It’s written as a murder mystery
and has already received a wonderful
review—a four star review!—in Good
Reading magazine. The reviewer described
it as ‘fascinating’. I’ll include the blurb and
review on page two.
If you could support this publication
(and an Australian author), I would be
extremely grateful. Not only is it a gripping
read (according to my publishers, readers
and reviewers), it paints a picture of life in
the late 1800s which is helpful for anyone researching Australian ancestry.
Most family historians forget that their ancestors’ lives are a product of the
times in which they lived and that if they better understand the times they
will better understand their ancestors. History books can be a bit dry, though,
so one of the reasons I write crime stories is because it’s a great vehicle for
telling gripping history. They are also a lot of fun to research and write.
How can you support Black Widow?
- You could buy it as a hard-copy book or as an ebook. If your local bookshop doesn’t have it in stock, you can get the staff to order in a copy or you
can purchase it from an online bookseller (or my own website).
- You could ask your local library to order a copy. That’s a real help!
- You could mention it to friends or relations personally or via your Facebook page or other social media. Word of mouth is responsible for the greatest successes in the publishing industry.
- You could even give it to someone as a present.
Any help or support would be greatly appreciated.
I have already given some radio and press interviews, and more will no
doubt come, but at present these are on my calendar for June.
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Black Widow radio interviews:
1 May, 8.00pm: ABC Tasmania Local Radio—Statewide evenings with Melanie Tait
Black Widow author talks in Sydney:
10 June, 1.00pm: Ashfield Library, 3/260 Liverpool Rd, Ashfield (9716 1821)
16 June, 12.30pm: Willoughby Library, 409 Victoria Ave, Chatswood (9777 7900)
18 June, 6.00pm: Rockdale Library, 24 Shaw St, Bexley North (9562 1666)
24 June, 11.00am: Penshurst Library, 630 Forest Rd, Penshurst (9330 6125)
26 June, 10.00am: St ives Library, St Ives Shopping Centre, 166 Mona Vale Rd, St Ives (9424 0452)
The Peculiar Case of the Electric Constable talks
20 June, 2.00pm: Kuring-gai Historical Society, Gordon Library building, Pacific Highway, Gordon (9499 4568)
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Black Widow: the true story of Australia’s first female serial killer
The blurb:
Never before in the hundred year history of Australia
has a female prisoner become so notorious as Louisa Collins.
Evening News
Two inquests, four trials, three hung juries and the executioner ... but was Louisa Collins really a husband
killer? Was she the callous adulterous, drunkard and liar known as the Botany Bay Murderess and the Lucretia
Borgia of Botany Bay? Or was this mother of seven a spirited and defiant woman who was punished for
breaching society’s expectations of womanly behaviour?
Compelling, freshly told and richly detailed, Black Widow uncovers the truth of a story that challenged the
morality, the politics and the notion of law in an Australia on the edge of nationhood.

Review by Heather Lunney in Good Reading magazine (four stars)
Sydney, July 1888. A distressed woman begs a doctor
to visit her violently ill husband whom she fears is
close to death. The doctor, alarmed at the man’s
deteriorating condition and the ineffectiveness of
his prescribed treatment, discusses the case with a
colleague and learns that the woman’s first husband
died in suspiciously similar circumstances. The
subsequent death of husband number two triggers
a chain of events of which no-one involved could be
proud.
The little-known story of Louisa Collins, the socalled Botany Bay Murderess, makes for fascinating,
albeit disturbing, reading. Convicted only after being
prosecuted through three hung jury trials and a decisive (but legally questionable) fourth trial, Louisa was
ultimately sentenced to death—the last woman to
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meet this fate in New South Wales.
Author Carol Baxter tells Louisa’s story with eloquence and dispassion. Without advocating Louisa’s
innocence, Baxter probes the facts of the case and
questions the Crown’s relentless pursuit of her conviction and their determination to bring her to the
gallows. By situating the case within its historical
context, Baxter canvasses the various political and
social debates it inflamed, such as the role of capital
punishment, the case for gender equality and society’s expectations of women—issues that remain
relevant more than a century later.
Black Widow is an intelligent, extremely well-researched and thought-provoking examination of a
grim episode in Australia’s colonial history.
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History Hints: Errors in derivative sources
In an earlier newsletter or book (or presentation), I talked about errors in primary source records that
produce contradictory information. I’ve just started work on ‘true-crime thriller’ six and I’ve come across
newspaper reports that communicate my point perfectly. These are discussed below:
Set 1:
Report 1: ‘The Royal Air Force will provide an unofficial escort …’
Report 2: ‘The Air Force will prohibit an unofficial escort …’
These two reports were published in Australian newspapers. Their source was
information telegraphed from the UK. Clearly, these Australian newspaper reports
are derivative sources because they derive their information from another source
or sources.
In Help! Historical and Genealogical Truth, I talk about original and derivative sources and the increased
risk of errors in derivative sources. I also talk about the different generations of derivative sources; that is,
how many versions have been produced before the one we actually eyeball. It might surprise you to know
how far from the original source some of our most well-used genealogical resources are. Each generation
from the original source increases the risk of errors.
How far from the original are these press reports? It is impossible to say with certainty so let’s speculate:
1. The origins of these reports lie in information communicated from one person to another either verbally
or in writing. So, somehow, the aviators received word of the Royal Air Force’s willingness or refusal to assist.
2. They communicated this information to a news source—usually a journalist—and they did so either in
person or by telephone.
3. The journalist jotted down what they said, perhaps in shorthand.
4. The journalist then crafted a piece of prose using the jotted-down information communicated to him (or perhaps her). The journalist possibly hand-wrote it, then typed it
or crafted it as typewritten text.
5. The finished piece (perhaps after being edited and retyped) went to the typesetters
and was published in the press.
So how did the Australian press obtain international information? Usually, it came
from a press service like Reuters, or from a ‘mother’ or otherwise associated newspaper,
or from a correspondent. In this instance, the following probably occurred:
5. The finished piece (perhaps after being edited and retyped) went to the telegraph
office and was telegraphed to Australia.
6. Someone handwrote or typed the telegraphed information as it came in.
7. The telegram was sent to a journalist who produced a piece of prose.
8. The finished piece (perhaps after being edited and retyped) went to the typesetters and was published
in the Australian press.
Clearly, there can be many generations between the reports we read and the original source of information, and not surprisingly there is a direct correlation between the number of generations and the number of
errors. This is one of the reasons why we have to be exhaustive researchers. When I researched The Peculiar
Case of the Electric Constable, I examined 120 newspapers for the critical four-month period. I did so mostly
by hand (when I did the research, only The Times of London was online). Inevitably, while researching truecrime stories, I come across other publications that discuss the same subject and I’ve noticed that some of
these publications take their information from only one or perhaps two newspaper sources. Thus, we can
see how easily errors can not only be produced but perpetuated.
The errors in set 1 were not the only errors in these articles. The same sentences continued:
Set 2:
Report 1: ‘... an unofficial escort across the Mediterranean from Malta to Africa.’
Report 2: ‘... ‘an unofficial escort to Malta and Africa.’
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History Hints (continued)
It turns out that ‘Report 1’ was correct and ‘Report 2’ contained multiple errors. At what point in the process did these errors occur? Probably between stages six and eight. It seems likely that someone in the chain
was either slapdash in their efforts or was off with the fairies. Are today’s journalists any better?
Here is another error. The Northern Standard in Darwin said that the pilot ‘will be accompanied by Keith
Miller’. In fact, his companion was ‘Mrs’ Keith Miller. Another source stated ‘Mr Keith Miller’ rather than ‘Mrs
Keith Miller’. No doubt, sexism had blinkered the people who perpetrated those errors.
Further examples of contradictory information are shown below:
Set 3:
Report 3: The lack of news has stopped [her] completing plans for an organised search for Lancaster, who
carried sufficient food and water for ten days.
Report 4: The receipt of the news ... stopped [her] from completing her plans ...
While the clumsy sentence structure in Report 2 on the previous page—‘The Air Force will prohibit an unofficial escort to Malta and Africa’—suggests (correctly) that this is probably the error-ridden version, in Set 3,
both sentences make sense. Which is correct? In fact, they could be saying the same thing—that the receipt
of the news that there was no news caused her to halt her plans.
What about the sentence listed below?
Report 5: [She] is completing arrangements for a search for [him]. She is carrying food enough for ten days ...
As we can see, Report 3 stated that Lancaster had ten days of food and water whereas Report 5 stated that
‘she’ was the one with ten days of food and water. These are again contradictory reports and one is wrong.
Help! Historical and Genealogical Truth: How do I separate fact from fiction? provides strategies we can use
to determine the truth when some of the evidence we’ve found contradicts other evidence we’ve found.
*
When I research one of my true-crime stories, I start by generating an annotated timeline that provides a
simple guide to the relevant information. This timeline is extremely useful because it helps me identify gaps,
discrepancies and contradictions. This next example had me stumped for a while:
Set 4:
Report 6: Lyons, Monday Afternoon. We arrived at Lyons today.
		
Report from aviators published in Newcastle Sun on Tuesday 18 October.
Report 7: Lyons, Sunday. [Aviators] arrived here today.
		
Report published in Advocate (Burnie, TAS) on Tuesday 18 October and other papers.
So, who do we believe? Do we believe the words of the aviators themselves or reports in obscure
newspapers on the other side of the world? In Help! Historical and Genealogical Truth, I talk about the
importance of obtaining information from the “horse’s mouth”. This suggests that we should trust the
aviators’ reports (all the while keeping in mind that the press reports of the same were a few generations
from the original information communicated by the aviators). However, in Help!, I also note that we should
assume that primary source records are correct unless we have a good reason for believing otherwise and
that, if there seems to be a problem, we should open our minds to the possibility that an error has been
made. When I compared the aviators’ reports with the independent reports, I kept finding that the aviators’
reports suggested arrival dates that were a day later than the independent reports. However, both dates
were physical possibilities because of the time it could take for the information to reach Australia and be
published. It was most confusing. So I turned to the British and Irish newspaper reports.
Report 8: Lyons, Sunday. [Aviators] arrived here at 3.50 this afternoon.
		
Report published in The Irish Times on Monday 17 October. (NB. Daily newspaper).
Since the Irish Times report was published on the morning of Monday 17 October, it provided the physicallyimpossible clincher I needed. My conclusion: for some unknown reason, the aviators’ published reports were
consistently listing the wrong day. This is a reminder that the horse’s mouth is not always correct. We all
make the occasional mistake. Alternatively, there was a slip ’twixt the aviators’ mouths and the published
reports. So always try to substantiate information—by means of logic and common sense at the very least.
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Help! books on Amazon.com
The horrendous cost of postage from Australia made
it worthwhile producing versions of Help! Historical
and Genealogical Truth and Help! Why can’t I find
my ancestor’s surname? that could be purchased
internationally through Amazon.com. These are now
available. They are published through Createspace,
the print-on-demand company associated with
Amazon.com.
Unfortunately, Createspace has only a limited
range of book sizes and these do not include A5
(seriously?!). So I had to manually adjust every page
in both books—and re-typeset all 220-plus surname
tables in the ‘Surnames’ book—in order for the text
to sit evenly in the margins of its 6”x9” book size. Needless to say, this was time-consuming, complicated,
frustrating and tedious so if you are planning to publish a book via Createspace make sure that you set up the
page layout using one of their book sizes before you ‘typeset’ the book.
After the process of publishing the book via Createspace is finished, Createspace allows us to convert it
into a Kindle book. However, because I used the typesetting programme Indesign rather than Word, this has
created a new set of time-consuming problems. At this point, I have had to abandon the idea of converting
the two books into ebooks. With the contract for another 100,000-word book in my hot little hand, I have to
focus my time and energy on researching and writing that new story.
The two associated ‘cheat sheets’ can only be purchased via my website (www.carolbaxter.com). In fact, I
think they cost less to post internationally than Amazon.com charges for local postage.

Odds and Sods: Great minds
Genealogist Helen Smith shared the following piece on her Facebook page. I thought it so clever (congratulations to whoever thought it up!) and so appropriately historical (I came across many of those names while
writing The Peculiar Case of the Electric Constable) that I thought I’d share it with History Detective readers.
The greatest scientists of all time were invited to a conference ...
• Newton said he’d drop in.
• Descartes said he’d think about it.
• Ohm resisted the idea.
• Boyle said he was under too much pressure.
• Darwin said he’d wait to see what evolved.
• Pierre and Marie Carey radiated enthusiasm.
• Volta was electrified at the prospect.
• Pavlov positively drooled at the thought.
• Ampere was worried he wasn’t current.
• Audubon said he’d have to wing it.
• Edison thought it would be illuminating.
• Einstein said it would be relatively easy to attend.
• Archimedes was buoyant at the thought.
• Dr Jekyll declined – he said he hadn’t been feeling himself lately .
• Morse said, “I’ll be there on the dot. Can’t stop now—must dash.”
• Gauss was asked to attend because of his magnetism.
• Hertz said he planned to attend with greater frequency in the future.
• Watt thought it would be a good way to let off steam.
• Wilbur Wright accepted, provided he and Orville could get a flight.
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Review for Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname?

The Genealogical Society of the Northern Territory is lucky enough to have Mim Regan among its members, a
genealogist with the rare talent of being able to turn something dry into something humorous. Mim wrote a
great review of Help! Historical and Genealogical Truth which I included on my website. I also added a link to
the review in a previous newsletter as it is a great example of storytelling. She has done it again, in this case
with a review for Help! Why can’t I find my ancestor’s surname? I have included the review below.
When I wrote the book, I was concerned that it contained so much new information about surnames that
family historians might find it overwhelming (it is not for the dabblers but a must-read for the committed). I
said at the start that it was a book that would need to be read at least two times, and that readers should keep
a sheet of paper beside them listing some of their surnames of interest so they had a focus while reading the
book. The second time around, they should have a different list of surnames on hand so they could absorb a
different type of information. Mim’s review indicates that I was correct.
I am sure that you will enjoy reading her review as much as I did. Congratulations to Mim.
Review by Mim Regan:
Never ask a slightly dyslexic, tone deaf, retired Preschool teacher to review a book based on Linguistics.
After the first reading of HELP! WHY CAN’T I FIND MY
ANCESTER’S SURNAME by Carol Baxter, I was totally
overwhelmed. On the second reading however, the
light switched on. As a reference book , Carol has produced an amazing, comprehensive book, with a well
thought out laminated check sheet. A must-have for
any library to help unlock the mysteries of names.
The advice to keep surnames in mind as you read
this book was the switch. Like everyone else, it sometimes seems as if there is a conspiracy to hide names,
by varying them in different records.
After thirty years of translating the writings of four
year olds, that include not only letters but also lines,
shapes, drawings with the odd blob of playdough, I
have a very open mind when trying to track down
names. I try to put myself in the place of the poor
person trying to translate what the person who has
just arrived after a long tiring trip has said. Not being
a “ Mrs Spell Check” myself, close enough is good
enough seems to have been their approach as is
mine.
Those unusual attempts make perfect sense to me,
and with the help of this book the clues add up. It
becomes possible to make creative leaps of understanding. It is now clear to me that my friends’ ancestors Thomas and Jean MIECKEL from Scotland are
actually Thomas and Jean MCKELL, great grandparents of William McKell, Premier of NSW and later
Governor General. Sadly, the convict Thomas McKell
who arrived in Tasmania didn’t swim to NSW with his
pregnant wife under his arm. Very disappointing for
all those Ancestry.com family trees who proudly flag
“their” convict.
It seems to me that those who could read and write
didn’t experience the same confusion as those who
had perfected their cross did. My Johnston family
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in Tasmania had no problems, even with the “t”
appearing in the right spot. My Irish crowd however
had as many variations of names as children...well,
almost. My Healy family appeared as Heely, Healy,
Healie, Hely...in immigration, land, court records as
well as newspaper reports, generally describing court
appearances. Even Walsh had variations of Welch
and Walshe. My O’Flynn however is the clear winner.
O’Flynn on the Royal Irish Constabulary records,
Flynn on immigration transcipts, Flinne on joining
the Victorian Police, Flyn and Finn in the newspapers.
And spare a thought for his sister, the crazy baby
murderer who has even more variety than Kmart,
in police reports, court documents, gaol and asylum
admissions. All the best places.
Sometimes after years of research you can get lucky
in the hunt. How much easier it would be to have
this book as a guide. There are so many obstacles.
What about the use of an alias? My best are “Cranky
Hogan” or “That Bloody Boy Healy”. And then
there is the confusion of Christian names: Honorah,
Honora, Nora, Anora or Annie, as my Irish g g grannie
appeared in the many visits to the Picton Lockup.
They eventually got it right after many appearances
and when her husband, a retired Mounted Police
Officer, got a court order that no one should provide
her with the evil drink, although her son-in-law was
the local publican. Family Research...It’s all Relative.
In my immediate family I have the best friend of
the Deed Poll Office. She has added a couple of additional “i”s, dropped a name and combined a couple
of surnames to reach the magic numerology number.
Good Luck with finding her in 150 years, with or without Carol’s great book.
How lucky we are to have this book in our GSNT
fantastic library. Check it out. Who knows who you
will be able to find.
Mim Regan .... (Mim, of course , is short for Meredith,
named after the girl in the local Fish and Chip Shop.)
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Online seminars: Surname studies

I have now uploaded three pay-per-view online seminars that deal with the subject of surnames. Access is via
Paypal (for the time being) as any other payment option is complicated
and expensive to set up and to manage.
There are two options available:
a. renting the online seminar for 48 hours at a fee of $US 4.99 (which is
$AUS 6.52 at the moment).
b. purchasing the online seminar (plus one burn) for $US 9.99 (I had
planned to charge less but that is the minimum price allowed by the hosting service).
The three seminars are listed below. A link to the hosting webpage is
included in the covering email. Free trailers are provided on the hosting
webpage. You will need to download a programme to run the online
seminars but the hosting website will provide instructions. For some
reason, the hosting website works best if you use Google Chrome as your
web browser rather than Internet Explorer. I couldn’t get the trailer to
play when I accessed the page via Internet Explorer but it worked perfectly when I used Google Chrome.
1. ‘Mc’ surnames (27 minutes)
Surnames beginning with the prefix ‘Mc’ or ‘Mac’ are arguably the most difficult surnames for family historians
to find. This is because of:
a. complexities involving the sound and spelling of the ‘Mc/Mac’ prefix;
b. complexities associated with the letter ‘c’—which is the most complicated letter in the alphabet;
c. complexities involving the glide between the ‘Mc/Mac’ prefix and the root word; and
d. complexities involving the root word itself.
This online seminar discusses ‘Mc’ surnames from both a sound and letter perspective and shows researchers
how to overcome all of the above-listed problems.
2. Finding distorted surname beginnings (30 minutes)
Changes to the letters that commence a surname create the greatest problems for family historians because
these changes can make surnames extremely difficult to find. Two types of ‘distortions’ can occur:
a. misinterpretations of the sounds of a surname by a scribe who was listening to an individual articulate his
or her surname so that he (the scribe) could write it in a historical document; and
b. misinterpretations of the letters of a surname by a transcriber who was extracting information from a
historical source to generate a typescript or computerised index.
This seminar explores both types of changes to surname beginnings and helps family historians predict the
‘distortions’ that are most likely to occur to their surnames of interest.
3. Understanding surnames as sounds: consonants (40 minutes)
Prior to the universal literacy of the late 1800s, surnames were primarily groups of sounds spoken by one
person and heard by another. Occasionally, they were transformed into written words using the orthography
of the relevant language. So, in order to find our ancestors’ surnames, we need to understand the sounds of
our ancestors’ language (in this case the English language) and, by extension, the sounds of our ancestors’
British and Irish surnames.
Some letters don’t have a sound in their own right but reflect the sounds of other letters. Some letters
have multiple sounds. Some sounds don’t have a letter representation at all. And some sounds are easily
misinterpreted as other sounds. When we understand the sounds of surnames, we will increase our chances
of finding references to our elusive ancestors.
This seminar deals with the sounds of surnames from a consonant perspective only. The vowel sounds of
surnames are to be covered in a separate online seminar.
All of the information contained in these online seminars comes from my book Help! Why can’t I find my
ancestor’s surname? which can be purchased via my website (www.carolbaxter.com) or Amazon.com.
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About the author
Carol Baxter is the awardwinning author of five works of
narrative non-fiction (otherwise
referred to as ‘true-crime
thrillers’), of which four were
published by Allen & Unwin: An
Irresistible Temptation (2006),
Breaking the Bank (2008),
Captain Thunderbolt and his
Lady (2011), and Black Widow:
the true story of Australia’s
first female serial killer (2015).
Carol’s fourth book, The Peculiar
Case of the Electric Constable,
was published by Britain’s
Oneworld in 2013, receiving
critical acclaim from the
mainstream media in Britain,
America, Canada and Australia.
Carol has also written
genealogical ‘how to’ books
called Writing INTERESTING
Family Histories, Help! Historical
and Genealogical Truth:
How do I separate fact from
fiction? and Help! Why can’t I
find my ancestor’s surname?
She has also published some
genealogical ‘cheat sheets” and
has more publications in the
pipeline.
Carol is an adjunct lecturer at
the University of New England
(NSW), a Fellow of the Society of
Australian Genealogists, and has
edited many volumes of early
Australian records.

History Detective Shop
With so many publications now available, I decided that it would be a
good idea to have a page devoted to them in my newsletter (they help
pay the mortgage!). All of these items are accessible via my website
and postage fees (where applicable) are also detailed on the website.

www.carolbaxter.com
Item

RRP

Web

Help! Historical & Genealogical Truth
Help! Historical Truth ‘Cheat Sheet’
Two-item package

$22.00
$7.50
$29.50

$20.00
$6.00
$24.00

Help! How do I find my ancestor’s surname?
Help! Surnames ‘Cheat sheet’
Two-item package

$27.50
$7.50
$35.00

$25.50
$6.00
$29.90

Writing Interesting Family Histories
Two-item pack: WIFH & Help! Historical Truth

$22.00
$44.00

$20.00
$38.00

Genealogical ‘how to’ publications

Online seminars
Surnames as sounds: consonants
Distortions in surname beginnings
‘Mc’ surnames
Meaningfulness

$US 4.99
$US 4.99
$US 4.99
Free

Historical ‘true crime’ thrillers
Black Widow
The Peculiar Case of the Electric Constable
Captain Thunderbolt and his Lady
Breaking the Bank
An Irresistible Temptation

$30.00
$30.00
$33.00
$35.00
$27.00

$27.00
$27.00
$30.00
$32.00
$25.00

Farewell for now
The History Detective bids you good researching, writing, and reading.

© Carol Baxter 2015
www.carolbaxter.com
c_baxter@optusnet.com.au
Thanks as usual to Stephen Ehat for his proof-reading endeavours.
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